














Gray Body COB 
Projectors
The LED projectors with integrated orientation and securing metal 
support is manufactured with the latest technology and has a slim 
aluminium body with efficient radiator improved, ensuring optimum 
heat dissipation and prevent loss of light output. Providing a savings of 
up to 80% of power consumption compared to other conventional 
light sources.

P-Type SKU CRI

The exact terms and conditions can be found at www.edclamp.com/guarantee   2Energy efficiency class of the light source compatible with the luminaire.
Energy efficiency class on a scale of A+ (highest efficiency) to E (lowest efficiency)

Projectors 102205 IP65 170-265V >8030W3620 Lm 108° 6300 K ± 5%

The exact terms and conditions can be found at www.edclamp.com/guarantee   2Energy efficiency class of the light source compatible with the luminaire.
Energy efficiency class on a scale of A+ (highest efficiency) to E (lowest efficiency)



Gray Body COB 
Projectors
The LED projectors with integrated orientation and securing metal 
support is manufactured with the latest technology and has a slim 
aluminium body with efficient radiator improved, ensuring optimum 
heat dissipation and prevent loss of light output. Providing a savings of 
up to 80% of power consumption compared to other conventional 
light sources.

P-Type SKU CRI

The exact terms and conditions can be found at www.edclamp.com/guarantee   2Energy efficiency class of the light source compatible with the luminaire.
Energy efficiency class on a scale of A+ (highest efficiency) to E (lowest efficiency)

Projectors 90211192 IP65 170-265V >8050W5214 Lm 105° 6300 K ± 5%

Projectors 9011193 IP65 170-265V >8050W5214 Lm 105° 3200 K ± 5%

The exact terms and conditions can be found at www.edclamp.com/guarantee   2Energy efficiency class of the light source compatible with the luminaire.
Energy efficiency class on a scale of A+ (highest efficiency) to E (lowest efficiency)



Gray Body COB 
Projectors
The LED projectors with integrated orientation and securing metal 
support is manufactured with the latest technology and has a slim 
aluminium body with efficient radiator improved, ensuring optimum 
heat dissipation and prevent loss of light output. Providing a savings of 
up to 80% of power consumption compared to other conventional 
light sources.

P-Type SKU CRI

The exact terms and conditions can be found at www.edclamp.com/guarantee   2Energy efficiency class of the light source compatible with the luminaire.
Energy efficiency class on a scale of A+ (highest efficiency) to E (lowest efficiency)

Projectors 90211186 IP65 170-265V >80100W11238 Lm 101° 6300 K ± 5%

Projectors 90211187 IP65 170-265V >80100W11238 Lm 101° 3200 K ± 5%

The exact terms and conditions can be found at www.edclamp.com/guarantee   2Energy efficiency class of the light source compatible with the luminaire.
Energy efficiency class on a scale of A+ (highest efficiency) to E (lowest efficiency)


